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and drags him back, Another two miles and still no
sign of a halt at the head, which must be nearly four
miles away by now and is only occasionally visible
through the dust- A British soldier who lies stretched
out by the roadside like a log, head on arms, is
removed to the tonga. Still the dust and the sun, and
the distant battery still moving. It is well past the
expected hour of arrival, and Sergeant Bennett
points out that the rear of the column is out of sight
altogether. From front to rear must be a good six
miles. The naiks and kot-dujjadars of the mule corps
put exhausted drahh on their mules and horses, and
one sturdy iwik is trudging on foot, leading twelve
mules. Some of the Indian recruits are disposed to
be tearful, and one foot-sore youngster sits down and
weeps resonantly as his load falls for the fourth time,
Indians will go all day without food, but water they
must have—water however dirty. The brackish
supply they brought from the last bivouac is gone,
and there are no water patkawh on the mules, for,
according to the map, water should have been reached
long ago.
It is five o'clock—eleven hours already on the road
—when we sight a broad hollow, with a river, a real
river, running through it* The dmbu stagger for-
ward greedily over the broad seit-encrusted flat,
One collapses dramatically within twenty yards of
the water. "Let me alone, sahib," he says faintly to
a passing gunner who attempts vaguely to assist.
I walk back up the rise from the river flats and
along the deep dust of the abhorred track. The
stragglers are beyond sight in the distance* Two
Indian sepoys plod wearily up, and espying my

